in a plane-parallel field. In such equation A is spatial coordinates x, y and time t function, which means that the equation (1) describes space and time alternating magnetic field (Voldek 1978) ABSTRACT Using proposed methodology and mathematical simulation parameters of the armature winding, magnetic system geometry is estimated, as well as the saturation's influence on the mentioned parameter is evaluated. Methods are based on magnetic field mathematical simulation, solving partial derivatives of the differential equation comparatively to the vector magnetic potential A and using one of the most efficient methods -the finite element method (FEM) (Voldek 1978) . There is theoretically justified and described method of obtaining the armature winding phase magnetic-flux linkage, i.e., ) t (Z < , from the vector potential which, as a function of spatial coordinates , is received by mathematical simulation of the stationary magnetic field. 
where P -magnetic permeability; and -the external field source's current density. to apply and to use the available modern software for mathematical simulating of the magnetic field using numerical methods;
to illustrate with examples the practical use of methods, which quantifiably estimate the magnetic constructive parameters of the system and, above all, the saturation effect on parameters of the machine's electromagnetic field.
DETERMINATION OF THE SYNCHRONOUS REACTANCE USING THE SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE'S MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
As known (Voldek 1978) , the magnetic asymmetry of the salient pole synchronous machine's rotor ensures reluctances, which are bigger in quadrature axis (q direction) than the reactance in the direct axis (d direction). Therefore, for the synchronous machines with rotor's magnetic asymmetry, it is appropriate to use a two-reaction method based on the superposition principle. According to this principle, the direct axis ( flux) and quadrature axis ( flux), where the magnetic flux is operating, are mutually independent. It should be noted, that this assumption is correct only for machines with unsaturated magnetic system. However, making additional adjustments based on the magnetic field mathematical simulation results; two-reaction method can also be used for machines with a saturated magnetic system.
According to the two-reaction method theory, the synchronous inductive reactances and , can be determined: with sufficient accuracy, it is preferably that the time step is chosen small enough. As experience of numerical experiments shows, the rotor rotation angle step is appropriate to be chosen so, that 2
, where -the armature tooth pitch. 
RESULTS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELDMATHEMATICAL SIMULATION, ITS' ANALYSIS AND USE
The simulation of the synchronous machine magnetic field is made for the experimental three-phase machine with , in which a single layer full step ( 
Calculations were made for five armature current values , where the effects of saturation on the magnetic field's character, on parameters and values are evaluated. To obtain the flux linkage with armature winding's phase for a certain current value as a function of time, the instantaneous current value is set according to the rotor rotation angle with step (electric degree), which is matched with the armature current phase's change along the same angle.
Because of the periodicity and symmetry of the function , it is sufficient if the calculations are made in one quarter of the period of current changes, that is (electric degree). The estimated by the formula (7) armature winding slot's current instantaneous value in relative units are given in table 1. Phase's zone width equals to 6 slots for chosen machine. (see table 2 from formulae (4) and (5)). 
